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Origin 2013-08-27

book four of the bestselling lux series daemon will do anything to get katy back after the successful but disastrous raid on
mount weather he s facing the impossible katy is gone taken everything becomes about finding her taking out anyone who stands
in his way done burning down the whole world to save her gladly exposing his alien race to the world with pleasure all katy
can do is survive surrounded by enemies the only way she can come out of this is to adapt after all there are sides of daedalus
that don t seem entirely crazy but the group s goals are frightening and the truths they speak even more disturbing who are the
real bad guys daedalus mankind or the luxen together they can face anything but the most dangerous foe has been there all
along and when the truths are exposed and the lies come crumbling down which side will daemon and katy be standing on and
will they even be together read the entire bestselling series 1 obsidian from katy s point of view 2 onyx from katy s point of
view 3 opal from katy s point of view 4 origin 5 opposition oblivion books 1 3 from daemon s point of view can be read first or
after katy s pov prequel shadows dawson s story

Fire In You 2016-11-28

from the 1 new york times bestselling author of wait for you and be with me comes a richly moving story about heartbreak
and guilt second chances and most of all hope six years ago jillian lima s whole world was destroyed the same night her
childhood love brock mitchell broke her heart her life was irrevocably altered by a stranger with a gun after years spent
slowly rebuilding the shattered pieces of her life jillian is finally ready to stop existing in a past full of pain and regret and is
determined to start living the one thing she never expected was the impossibly handsome brock walking back into her life brock
can t believe that the breathtaking woman standing before him now is the little girl who used to be his shadow growing up
unable to stay away from each other their tentative friendship soon sparks into something more and the red hot chemistry
sizzling between them can no longer be denied but falling for brock again risks more than just jillian s heart when the past
resurfaces and a web of lies threatens to rip them apart the fallout could lay waste to everything they ve ever cared about

Onyx 2012-08-14

book two of the bestselling lux series being connected to daemon black sucks thanks to his alien mojo daemon s determined to
prove what he feels for me is more than a product of our bizarro connection so i ve sworn him off even though he s running more
hot than cold these days but we ve got bigger problems something worse than the arum has come to town the department of
defense is here if they ever find out what daemon can do and that we re linked i m a goner so is he and there s this new boy in
school who s got a secret of his own he knows what s happened to me and he can help but to do so i have to lie to daemon and
stay away from him like that s possible against all common sense i m falling for daemon hard but then everything changes i ve
seen someone who shouldn t be alive and i have to tell daemon even though i know he s never going to stop searching until he
gets the truth what happened to his brother who betrayed him and what does the dod want from them from me no one is who
they seem and not everyone will survive the lies read the entire bestselling series 1 obsidian from katy s point of view 2 onyx
from katy s point of view 3 opal from katy s point of view 4 origin 5 opposition oblivion books 1 3 from daemon s point of
view can be read first or after katy s pov prequel shadows dawson s story

From Blood and Ash 2020-03-30

captivating and action packed from blood and ash is a sexy addictive and unexpected fantasy perfect for fans of sarah j maas
and laura thalassa a maiden chosen from birth to usher in a new era poppy s life has never been her own the life of the maiden is
solitary never to be touched never to be looked upon never to be spoken to never to experience pleasure waiting for the day of
her ascension she would rather be with the guards fighting back the evil that took her family than preparing to be found
worthy by the gods but the choice has never been hers a duty the entire kingdom s future rests on poppy s shoulders something
she s not even quite sure she wants for herself because a maiden has a heart and a soul and longing and when hawke a golden
eyed guard honor bound to ensure her ascension enters her life destiny and duty become tangled with desire and need he incites her
anger makes her question everything she believes in and tempts her with the forbidden a kingdom forsaken by the gods and feared
by mortals a fallen kingdom is rising once more determined to take back what they believe is theirs through violence and
vengeance and as the shadow of those cursed draws closer the line between what is forbidden and what is right becomes
blurred poppy is not only on the verge of losing her heart and being found unworthy by the gods but also her life when every
blood soaked thread that holds her world together begins to unravel reviews for from blood and ash dreamy twisty steamy
escapism take me back new york times bestseller wendy higgins jennifer armentrout has the power to control my emotions with
every word she writes from swooning to crying to racing through the pages to find out what happens next i couldn t stop
reading about hawke and poppy and you won t be able to either brigid kemmerer new york times bestselling author of a curse so
dark and lonely action adventure sexiness and angst from blood and ash has it all and double that so many feels and so many
moments it made me cheer for the character read this book you ll be obsessed tijan nyt bestselling author from blood and ash is
a phenomenal fantasy novel that is filled to the brim with danger mystery and heart melting romance i loved every single
second of it and i couldn t get enough of this new fantastical world a heart stopping start to what is clearly going to be a
stunning series perfect for both those who love fantasy and those who are new to the genre a must read kayleigh k books if
you think you are ready for from blood and ash think again jennifer l armentrout has woven a new fantasy universe that will
leave you reeling filled with action heart wrenching twists and the most delicious romance this unputdownable novel comes
with a warning keep a fan close by because the temperatures are about to rise elena the bibliotheque blo in this exciting new
novel by jennifer l armentrout she introduces a fantastical world filled with immense detail and characters who are poignant
and fierce jennifer truly has out done herself bookbesties from blood and ash is a fantastic fantasy that will hook you
immediately from the very first page i loved every single moment and all of the characters are ones you will fall in love with
jennifer l armentrout has done it again with her amazing writing skills and lots of detail get this book immediately amanda
stuck in ya books jennifer has stepped into the fantasy genre with this absolutely amazing novel with characters you will
love and more than a few twists and turns get ready for one amazing adventure perpetual fangirl this magnificent book has so
many pieces in it fantasy mystery forbidden romance supernatural lies deceit betrayal love friendship family and so so so many
secrets your head will be spinning jennifer l armentrout has created another masterpiece that i will be rushing to buy and will
be telling everyone to read it asap jeraca my nose in ya books from blood to ash is the first high fantasy book from jennifer l
armentrout but hopefully not the last like all her other works her ability to create worlds create swoon worthy men and
feisty strong female characters is amazing fantasy mystery romance betrayal love and steamy scenes this book has it all lisa
the blonde book lover from blood ash is everything we love about jla s fantasy writing pumped up on steroids there s epic
world building and plot twists a strong female lead a swoon worthy book hottie a steamy forbidden love story and side
characters that can t help but steal your heart my mind was blown by the end of this book kris s frantic4romantic step into



an exciting new fantasy world by jennifer l armentrout from blood and ash takes you on a fantastic ride with twists and
turns galore characters you will love to laugh and cry with a phenomenal start to an exciting new series lori dunn an avid
reader from blood and ash was everything i wanted in a high fantasy novel the myths the legends the epic romance and an
adventure that will keep you on your toes beginning to end i couldn t put the book down truly a brilliant start to what i
believe will be yet another amazing series by jennifer l armentrout sabrina books are my life jennifer l armentrout takes her first
step into the high fantasy genre with from blood and ash a story of forbidden love lies secrets and betrayal it will leave you
wanting more after the very last page love just is books from blood and ash is like reading my favorite book for first time
raquel herrera with from blood and ash jennifer armentrout successfully takes on the genre of high fantasy proving once again
that she is a master of her craft filled with epic adventure forbidden romance deceit lies and betrayal fb a draws you in from
page one and refuses to let go erica the rest just falls away jennifer l armentrout comes trough once again with from blood
and ash as it kept me enthralled throughout the full book you won t be able to put down this epic story once you start
julalicious book paradise from blood and ash strikes the perfect balance between fantasy and romance elements leaving the
world feeling live in and full while allowing the relationship between the main characters feeling real and authentic nads book
nook nadine bergeron be prepared to spend your whole day reading from blood and ash once you start reading this high fantasy
novel you won t want to put it down love book triangle from blood and ash is absolutely breath taking jla does what she
does best by creating a fantastical world filled with romance lies betrayal adventure and all things we love and expect from
jla characters that melt our hearts and steal our hearts and souls i cannot wait for the next one pia colon from blood and
ash jennifer l armentrout brought to life a high fantasy that is enthralling another masterful addition to my collection get
ready to stay on your toes from start to end amy oh reader by the mountains from blood and ash is the first high fantasy
novel by jennifer l armentrout and she absolutely nails it this is fantasy for skeptics and unbelievers because it makes you
want to be a fantasy fan this page turner makes you want to devour it in one night and at the same time savor every detail
heart stopping and inspiring and grips you from page one tracy kirby an intriguing puzzle of a world a ruthless hero a determine
heroin and a plot that will keep you up late this book is one of the best i ve read this year valerie from stuck in books from
blood and ash a thrilling high fantasy that packs a punch each page will leave you wanting more tracey books other pursuits

Obsidian 2012-05-08

discover the new york times bestselling series from jennifer l armentrout starting over sucks when we moved to west virginia
right before my senior year i d pretty much resigned myself to thick accents dodgy internet access and a whole lot of boring
until i spotted my hot neighbor with his looming height and eerie green eyes things were looking up and then he opened his mouth
daemon is infuriating arrogant stab worthy we do not get along at all but when a stranger attacks me and daemon literally
freezes time with a wave of his hand well something unexpected happens the hot alien living next door marks me you heard me
alien turns out daemon and his sister have a galaxy of enemies wanting to steal their abilities and daemon s touch has me lit up
like the vegas strip the only way i m getting out of this alive is by sticking close to daemon until my alien mojo fades if i don t
kill him first that is read the entire bestselling series 1 obsidian from katy s point of view 2 onyx from katy s point of view 3
opal from katy s point of view 4 origin 5 opposition oblivion books 1 3 from daemon s point of view can be read first or after
katy s pov prequel shadows dawson s story

Oblivion 2015-12-01

an unmissable series samantha young new york times bestselling author of on dublin street this is the stuff swoons are made of
wendy higgins new york times bestselling author of sweet evil in this special ebook version experience obsidian onyx and opal as
told by daemon black this book is enhanced with exclusive content two original songs inspired by the novel resulting in a large
file that may take longer to download than expected i knew the moment katy swartz moved in next door there was going to be
trouble lots of it and trouble s the last thing i need since i m not exactly from around here my people arrived on earth from
lux a planet thirteen billion light years away plus if there s one thing i know it s that humans can t be trusted we scare them
we can do things they only dream about and honestly we make them look weak as hell cuz they are but kat is getting to me in
ways no one else has and i can t stop myself from wanting her or wanting to use my powers to protect her she makes me weak
and i m the strongest of our kind tasked with protecting us all so this one simple girl she can mean the end for us because the
luxen have an even bigger enemy the arum and i need to stay on my game falling for katy a human won t just place her in danger
it could get us all killed and that s one thing i ll never let happen

Opposition 2016-11-08

don t miss opposition the fifth and final book in jennifer l armentrout s bestselling lux series now available as a standalone in
print for the first time an unmissable series samantha young new york times bestselling author of on dublin street this is the
stuff swoons are made of wendy higgins new york times bestselling author of sweet evil katy knows the world changed the
night the luxen came she can t believe daemon stood by as his kind threatened to obliterate every last human and hybrid on
earth but the lines between good and bad have blurred daemon will do anything to save those he loves even if it means betrayal
but when it quickly becomes impossible to tell friend from foe and the world is crumbling around them they may lose everything
to ensure the survival of their friends and mankind read the entire bestselling series 1 obsidian from katy s point of view 2 onyx
from katy s point of view 3 opal from katy s point of view 4 origin 5 opposition oblivion books 1 3 from daemon s point of
view can be read first or after katy s pov prequel shadows dawson s story

The Burning Shadow 2019-10-08

1 new york times usa today and internationally bestselling author jennifer l armentrout returns to the world of the lux with
the burning shadow the steamy shocking second installment of the origin series that will leave readers reeling when evelyn
dasher crossed paths with luc she was thrown headfirst into the world of the lux only to discover that she was already
far more involved in their world than she ever suspected because the luxen aren t the only ones with a hidden past there s a gap
in evie s memory lost months of her life and a lingering sense that something happened something she can t remember and nobody is
willing to tell her she needs to find out the truth about who she is and who she was but every answer she finds only brings up
more questions her search for the truth brings her ever closer to luc the origin at the center of it all he s powerful arrogant
inhumanly beautiful extremely dangerous and possibly in love with her but even as evie falls for him she can t help but wonder
if his attraction is to her or to the memory of a girl who no longer exists and all the while a new threat looms reports of a
flu like fatal virus that the government insists is being spread by luxen a horrifying illness that changes whoever it touches
spreading panic across a country already at its breaking point at the publisher s request this title is being sold without
digital rights management software drm applied



Don't Look Back 2014-04-15

samantha is a stranger in her own life until the night she disappeared with her best friend cassie everyone said sam had it all
popularity wealth and a dream boyfriend sam has resurfaced but she has no recollection of who she was or what happened to
her that night as she tries to piece together her life from before she realizes it s one she no longer wants any part of the old
sam took mean girl to a whole new level and it s clear she and cassie were more like best enemies sam is pretty sure that losing
her memories is like winning the lottery she s getting a second chance at being a better daughter sister and friend and she s
falling hard for carson ortiz a boy who has always looked out for her even if the old sam treated him like trash but cassie is
still missing and the facts about what happened to her that night isn t just buried deep inside of sam s memory someone else
knows someone who wants to make sure sam stays quiet all sam wants is the truth and if she can unlock her clouded memories
of that fateful night she can finally move on but what if not remembering is the only thing keeping sam alive

Bitter Sweet Love 2013-12-01

in a sizzling prequel novella to her new series the dark elements 1 new york times bestselling author jennifer l armentrout
draws readers into the extraordinary irresistible world of wardens and demons dez wasn t just jasmine s crush a gargoyle
warden like jas he helped her come to terms with her destiny fending off demons and maintaining the balance between good and evil
he was her everything right until the moment he disappeared without a trace it didn t help that jas s father had just announced
that she and dez would one day be mated hard not to take that personally and now he s back three years older ten times
hotter ready to pick up exactly where they left off but jas isn t taking that risk again dez has seven days to meet all her
conditions and earn back her trust seven days filled with terrifying danger and sweet temptation seven days to win her heart
or shatter it all over again with her signature flare for combining humor romance and action armentrout weaves a fast paced
read that will have readers hearts racing in more ways than one like armentrout s previous heroines jasmine is fun and full of
attitude while dez is as snarky as he is sexy this is a must read for new and old fans alike rt book reviews don t miss white hot
kiss book one in jennifer l armentrout s the dark elements series from harlequin teen

Cursed 2013-05-09

a compelling novel from jennifer l armentrout the new york times bestselling author of the covenant and lux series dying sucks
and high school senior ember mcwilliams knows firsthand after a fatal car accident her gifted little sister brought her back
now anything ember touches dies and that well really blows ember operates on a no touch policy with all living things
including boys when hayden cromwell shows up quoting oscar wilde and claiming her curse is a gift she thinks he s a crazed
cutie but when he tells her he can help control it she s more than interested there s just one catch ember has to trust hayden s
adopted father a man she s sure has sinister reasons for collecting children with abilities even weirder than hers but when ember
learns the accident that turned her into a freak may not have been an accident at all she s not sure who to trust someone
wanted her dead and the closer she gets to the truth the closer she is to losing not only her heart but her life for real this
time

Opal 2012-12-11

book three of the bestselling lux series no one is like daemon black when he set out to prove his feelings for me he wasn t
fooling around doubting him isn t something i ll do again and now that we ve made it through the rough patches well there s a
lot of spontaneous combustion going on but even he can t protect his family from the danger of trying to free those they love
after everything i m no longer the same katy i m different and i m not sure what that will mean in the end when each step we take
in discovering the truth puts us in the path of the secret organization responsible for torturing and testing hybrids the more i
realize there is no end to what i m capable of the death of someone close still lingers help comes from the most unlikely source
and friends will become the deadliest of enemies but we won t turn back even if the outcome will shatter our worlds forever
together we re stronger and they know it read the entire bestselling series 1 obsidian from katy s point of view 2 onyx from
katy s point of view 3 opal from katy s point of view 4 origin 5 opposition oblivion books 1 3 from daemon s point of view can
be read first or after katy s pov prequel shadows dawson s story

The Problem with Forever 2016-05-17

this book blew me away completely gripping from page one i quite literally couldn t put it down christina lauren new york
times bestselling author of the unhoneymooners growing up mallory dodge learned that the best way to survive was to say
nothing and even though it s been four years since her nightmare ended she s beginning to worry that the fear that holds her
back will last a lifetime now after years of homeschooling mallory must face a new milestone spending her senior year at a
public high school but she never imagined she d run into rider stark the friend and protector she hasn t seen since childhood on
her very first day it doesn t take long for mallory to realize that the connection she shared with rider never really faded yet
soon it becomes apparent that she s not the only one grappling with lingering scars from the past and as she watches rider s
life spiral out of control mallory must make a choice between staying silent and speaking out for the people she loves the life
she wants and the truths that need to be heard praise for the problem with forever we re left breathless and a little haunted
and wanting more danielle paige new york times bestselling author of dorothy must die heartbreakingly real a remarkable novel
about the power of first love and the courage it takes to face your fears kami garcia 1 new york times bestselling author
also from 1 bestselling author jennifer l armentrout if there s no tomorrow the harbinger series the dark elements series

The Prince: A Wicked Novella 2018-11-12

from new york times and usa today bestselling author jennifer l armentrout comes a new story in her wicked series she s
everything he wants cold heartless deadly whispers of his name alone bring fear to fae and mortals alike the prince there is
nothing in the mortal world more dangerous than him haunted by a past he couldn t control all caden desires is revenge
against those who d wronged him trapping him in never ending nightmare and there is one person he knows can help him she s
everything he can t have raised within the order brighton jussier knows just how dangerous the prince is reformed or not she d
seen firsthand what atrocities he could be capable of the last thing she wants to do is help him but he leaves her little choice
forced to work alongside him she begins to see the man under the bitter ice yearning for him feels like the definition of insanity but
there s no denying the heat in his touch and the wicked promise is his stare she s everything he ll take but there s someone out
there who wants to return the prince to his former self a walking breathing nightmare that is hell bent on destroying the



world and everyone close to him the last thing either of them needs is a distraction but with the attraction growing between
them each now the one thing he wants more than anything may be the one thing that will be his undoing she s everything he d die
for every 1001 dark nights novella is a standalone story for new readers it s an introduction to an author s world and for
fans it s a bonus book in the author s series we hope you ll enjoy each one as much as we do

Dream Of You: A Wait For You Novella 2015-09-21

from new york times and usa today bestselling author jennifer l armentrout comes a new story in her wait for you series abby
erickson isn t looking for a one night stand a relationship or anything that involves any one on one time but when she
witnesses a shocking crime she s thrust into the hands of the sexiest man she s ever seen colton anders his job is to protect her
but with every look every touch and every simmering kiss she s in danger of not only losing her life but her heart also every
1001 dark nights novella is a standalone story for new readers it s an introduction to an author s world and for fans it s a
bonus book in the author s series we hope you ll enjoy each one as much as we do

If There's No Tomorrow 2017-09-05

beautiful real and devastating sarah j maas a moving story of grief friendship and unforgettable love that fans of sara
bernard and nicola yoon will love from international ya bestselling author jennifer armentrout

Jennifer L. Armentrout's Wait for You Collection 2023-07-04

the bestselling wait for you collection from 1 new york times and usa today bestseller jennifer l armentrout this bundle
includes the following novels wait for you avery morgansten is trying to escape an event that forever changed her life the
one thing she never planned on was capturing the attention of the one guy who could shatter the precarious future she s
building for herself when the devastating truth comes out can she resurface this time with one less scar be with me teresa is
having a rough year she s in love with jase her big brother s best friend but she hasn t seen him since they shared a mind blowing
kiss when tragedy strikes and teresa is suddenly threatened jase realizes just how important she is to him but will it be too
late stay with me a daring love story between a solider returning home from afghanistan and a young woman dealing with a
tragic fire in her past that s left her scarred

The Brightest Night 2020-10-20

1 new york times usa today and internationally bestselling author jennifer l armentrout returns to the world of the lux with
this steamy shocking third installment of the origin series that will leave readers reeling the hardcover edition of the brightest
night includes a bonus short story and the first printing will be signed by the author he is the darkest star she is the burning
shadow and together they will bring about the brightest night less than a year ago evelyn dasher was a normal girl living a
safe rather unremarkable life a life that was a total lie now she s learned the truth about who she was and what she is hidden
within zone 3 she knows that if she loses control of her dangerous abilities again she not only puts everyone in the secret
community at risk but also the beautiful deadly inhuman luc he will do anything to keep her safe lie barter beg kill but there
are truths that not even luc can prepare for and as evie s abilities evolve the consequences of everything he s done turn
devastating luc is stepping into the darkness but evie might already be lost to the shadows at the publisher s request this
title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Grace and Glory 2021-06-01

the finale to the new york times bestselling harbinger series trinity marrow has lost the battle and her beloved protector even
with both demons and wardens on her side trin may not win the war against the harbinger bringing lucifer back to the world to
fight the harbinger is probably a really really bad idea but they re out of options and the world s ultimate fallen angel is the
only being powerful enough to impact the outcome as trin and zayne form a new and more dangerous bond and lucifer unleashes
hell on earth the apocalypse looms and the world teeters on the end of forever win or lose one thing is certain nothing will
ever be the same the harbinger series storm and fury rage and ruin grace and glory can t get enough of zayne read about his
past in the dark elements series the dark elements series bitter sweet love ebook only prequel white hot kiss stone cold touch
every last breath

Jennifer L. Armentrout The Dark Elements Complete Collection 2016-04-11

1 new york times bestselling author jennifer l armentrout draws readers into the extraordinary irresistible world of wardens
and demons in the new york times bestselling series the dark elements white hot kiss book 1 seventeen year old layla just wants
to be normal fit in at school and go out on a real date with the gorgeous zayne trouble is zayne treats layla like a sister
and layla is anything but normal she s half demon half gargoyle with abilities no one else possesses and even though zayne is a
gargoyle layla s kiss will kill anything with a soul including him then she meets roth a tattooed sinfully hot demon who
claims to know her secrets trusting roth could ruin her chances with zayne and brand her a traitor but as layla discovers she
s the sole reason for a violent demon uprising kissing the enemy suddenly pales in comparison to the looming end of the world
stone cold touch book 2 layla shaw is trying to pick up the pieces of her shattered life no easy task for a seventeen year old
her impossibly gorgeous best friend zayne is forever off limits thanks to the mysterious powers of her soul stealing kiss the
warden clan that has always protected her is suddenly keeping dangerous secrets and she can barely think about roth the
wickedly hot demon prince who understood her in ways no one else could but sometimes rock bottom is only the beginning
because suddenly layla s powers begin to evolve and she s offered a tantalizing taste of what has always been forbidden
every last breath book 3 every choice has consequences but layla faces tougher choices than most light or darkness wickedly
sexy demon prince roth or zayne the gorgeous protective warden she never thought could be hers layla has a new problem too
a lilin the deadliest of demons has been unleashed wreaking havoc on those around her including her best friend to keep sam from
a fate worse than death layla must strike a deal with the enemy while saving her city from destruction but sometimes when
secrets are everywhere and the truth seems unknowable you have to listen to your heart pick a side and then fight like hell



The Dark Elements Complete Collection 2016-07-01

1 new york times bestselling author jennifer l armentrout draws readers into the extraordinary irresistible world of wardens
and demons in the new york times bestselling series the dark elements white hot kiss book 1 seventeen year old layla just wants
to be normal fit in at school and go out on a real date with the gorgeous zayne trouble is zayne treats layla like a sister
and layla is anything but normal she s half demon half gargoyle with abilities no one else possesses and even though zayne is a
gargoyle layla s kiss will kill anything with a soul including him then she meets roth a tattooed sinfully hot demon who
claims to know her secrets trusting roth could ruin her chances with zayne and brand her a traitor but as layla discovers she
s the sole reason for a violent demon uprising kissing the enemy suddenly pales in comparison to the looming end of the world
stone cold touch book 2 layla shaw is trying to pick up the pieces of her shattered life no easy task for a seventeen year old
her impossibly gorgeous best friend zayne is forever off limits thanks to the mysterious powers of her soul stealing kiss the
warden clan that has always protected her is suddenly keeping dangerous secrets and she can barely think about roth the
wickedly hot demon prince who understood her in ways no one else could but sometimes rock bottom is only the beginning
because suddenly layla s powers begin to evolve and she s offered a tantalising taste of what has always been forbidden
every last breath book 3 every choice has consequences but layla faces tougher choices than most light or darkness wickedly
sexy demon prince roth or zayne the gorgeous protective warden she never thought could be hers layla has a new problem too
a lilin the deadliest of demons has been unleashed wreaking havoc on those around her including her best friend to keep sam from
a fate worse than death layla must strike a deal with the enemy while saving her city from destruction but sometimes when
secrets are everywhere and the truth seems unknowable you have to listen to your heart pick a side and then fight like hell
includes bitter sweet love novella

The Summer King Bundle: 3 Stories by Jennifer L. Armentrout 2020-10-12

from 1 new york times and usa today bestselling author jennifer l armentrout comes the summer king bundle the prince she s
everything he wants cold heartless deadly whispers of his name alone bring fear to fae and mortals alike the prince there is
nothing in the mortal world more dangerous than him haunted by a past he couldn t control all caden desires is revenge
against those who d wronged him trapping him in never ending nightmare and there is one person he knows can help him she s
everything he can t have raised within the order brighton jussier knows just how dangerous the prince is reformed or not she d
seen firsthand what atrocities he could be capable of the last thing she wants to do is help him but he leaves her little choice
forced to work alongside him she begins to see the man under the bitter ice yearning for him feels like the definition of insanity but
there s no denying the heat in his touch and the wicked promise is his stare she s everything he ll take but there s someone out
there who wants to return the prince to his former self a walking breathing nightmare that is hell bent on destroying the
world and everyone close to him the last thing either of them needs is a distraction but with the attraction growing between
them each now the one thing he wants more than anything may be the one thing that will be his undoing she s everything he d die
for the king as caden and brighton s attraction grows despite the odds stacked against a happily ever after they must work
together to stop an ancient fae from releasing the queen who wants nothing more than to see caden become the evil prince once
feared by fae and mortals alike the queen the king must have his queen bestowed the forbidden summer s kiss by the king of the
summer fae brighton jussier is no longer just human what she is what she will become no one knows for sure but that isn t her
biggest concern at the moment now caden the king refuses to let her go even at the cost of his court when the doorway to the
otherworld is breached both brighton and caden must do the unthinkable not just to survive themselves but also to save
mankind from the evil that threatens the world every 1001 dark nights novella is a standalone story for new readers it s an
introduction to an author s world and for fans it s a bonus book in the author s series we hope you ll enjoy each one as much
as we do

Wait for You 2013-04-02

1 new york times and usa today bestseller j lynn creates a wonderful cast of characters that will make you laugh swoon
and cry cam stole my heart cora carmack new york times and usa today bestselling author of losing it some things are worth
waiting for traveling thousands of miles from home to enter college is the only way nineteen year old avery morgansten can
escape what happened at the halloween party five years ago an event that forever changed her life all she needs to do is make
it to her classes on time make sure the bracelet on her left wrist stays in place not draw any attention to herself and maybe
please god make a few friends because surely that would be a nice change of pace the one thing she didn t need and never planned
on was capturing the attention of the one guy who could shatter the precarious future she s building for herself some things
are worth experiencing cameron hamilton is six feet and three inches of swoon worthy hotness complete with a pair of striking
blue eyes and a remarkable ability to make her want things she believed were irrevocably stolen from her she knows she needs to
stay away from him but cam is everywhere with his charm his witty banter and that damn dimple getting involved with him is
dangerous but when ignoring their simmering tension becomes impossible he brings out a side of her she never knew existed some
things should never be kept quiet but when avery starts receiving threatening emails and phone calls forcing her to face a past
she wants silenced she has no other choice but to acknowledge that she will not be allowed to let go of that night when
everything changed when the devastating truth comes out can she resurface this time with one less scar and will cam be there
to help her or will he be dragged down with her and some things are worth fighting for

The Summer King Compilation 2021-04-15

1 new york times usa today and internationally bestselling author jennifer l armentrout brings her trademark drama and
intrigue to a new romantic ya science fiction series with the darkest star in the world of the lux secrets thrive lies shatter
and love is undeniable set in the beloved world of the lux a girl pulled into in a world she doesn t understand finds herself
confronted by long buried secrets a betrayal that could tear her life apart and armentrout s most swoonworthy book
boyfriend yet seventeen year old evie dasher knows firsthand the devastating consequences of humanity s war with the aliens
when she s caught up in a raid at a notorious club known as one of the few places where humans and the surviving luxen can
mingle freely she meets luc an unnaturally beautiful guy she initially assumes is a luxen but he is in fact something much more
powerful her growing attraction for luc will lead her deeper and deeper into a world she d only heard about a world where
everything she thought she knew will be turned on its head welcome to the origin series at the publisher s request this title is
being sold without digital rights management software drm applied



The Darkest Star 2018-10-30

ivy morgan hasn t been feeling like herself lately not like anyone can blame her after all being held captive by a psychotic fae
prince hell bent on permanently opening the gates to the otherworld is bound to leave some mental scars it s more than that
though something dark and insidious is spreading throughout ivy more powerful than she could ever imagine and it s coming
between her and the man she s fallen deeply in love with elite order member ren owens ren would do anything to keep ivy safe
anything but when he makes a life altering choice for her the fallout of his act has far reaching consequences that threaten to
tear their lives apart if ivy is going to have any hope of surviving this she must put aside the hurt and betrayal she feels and
work with not only those she loves but with an enemy she would rather kill than ever trust war is coming and it soon
becomes clear that what ivy and ren thought they knew about the order themselves and even their enemies has been nothing but
a cluster of dangerous deadly lies ivy knows she must be more than just brave to save those she loves and ultimately to
save herself because behind every evil fae prince there s a queen

Brave 2017-12-11

from the no 1 new york times bestselling author of from blood and ash fall of ruin and wrath is a scorching romance with high
stakes breathtaking magic and a searing enemies to lovers romance she lives by her intuition he feeds on her pleasure long ago
the world was destroyed by gods only nine cities were spared separated by vast wilderness teeming with monsters and
unimaginable dangers each city is now ruled by a guardian royalty who feed on mortal pleasure born with an intuition that
never fails calista knows her talents are of great value to the power hungry of the world so she lives hidden as a courtesan
of the baron of archwood in exchange for his protection she grants him information when her intuition leads her to save a
travelling prince in dire trouble the voice inside her blazes with warning and promise today he ll bring her joy one day he ll be her
doom when the baron takes an interest in the prince and the prince takes an interest in calista she becomes the latter s
temporary companion but the city simmers with rebellion and with knights and monsters at her city gates and a hungry prince in
her bed intuition may not be enough to keep her safe calista must choose follow her intuition to safety or follow her heart to
her downfall fall of ruin and wrath is a captivating romantic fantasy from a mega bestselling author and global sensation
praise for jennifer l armentrout i hope you guys love this book as much as i do sarah j maas bestselling author of the throne of
glass series armentrout packs a powerful emotional punch publishers weekly

Fall of Ruin and Wrath 2023-09-14

from 1 new york times bestselling author jennifer l armentrout comes a new novel in her blood and ash series is love stronger
than vengeance a betrayal everything poppy has ever believed in is a lie including the man she was falling in love with thrust
among those who see her as a symbol of a monstrous kingdom she barely knows who she is without the veil of the maiden but
what she does know is that nothing is as dangerous to her as him the dark one the prince of atlantia he wants her to fight him
and that s one order she s more than happy to obey he may have taken her but he will never have her a choice casteel da neer is
known by many names and many faces his lies are as seductive as his touch his truths as sensual as his bite poppy knows better
than to trust him he needs her alive healthy and whole to achieve his goals but he s the only way for her to get what she
wants to find her brother ian and see for herself if he has become a soulless ascended working with casteel instead of against
him presents its own risks he still tempts her with every breath offering up all she s ever wanted casteel has plans for her ones
that could expose her to unimaginable pleasure and unfathomable pain plans that will force her to look beyond everything she
thought she knew about herself about him plans that could bind their lives together in unexpected ways that neither kingdom is
prepared for and she s far too reckless too hungry to resist the temptation a secret but unrest has grown in atlantia as they
await the return of their prince whispers of war have become stronger and poppy is at the very heart of it all the king wants
to use her to send a message the descenters want her dead the wolven are growing more unpredictable and as her abilities to
feel pain and emotion begin to grow and strengthen the atlantians start to fear her dark secrets are at play ones steeped in
the blood drenched sins of two kingdoms that would do anything to keep the truth hidden but when the earth begins to shake
and the skies start to bleed it may already be too late

A Kingdom of Flesh and Fire 2020-09-01

in the irresistibly sexy series from 1 new york times bestselling author jennifer l armentrout two free spirits find their lives
changed by a one night stand some things you just believe in even if you ve never experienced them for stephanie that list includes
love it s out there somewhere eventually meanwhile she s got her job at the mixed martial arts training center and hot flings
with gorgeous temporary guys like nick then a secret brings them closer opening steph s eyes to a future she never knew she
wanted until tragedy rips it away nick s self assured surface shields a past no one needs to know about his mind blowing
connection with steph changes all that as fast as he s knocking down the walls that have kept him commitment free she s
building them up again determined to keep the hurt and nick out but he can t walk away not when she s the only one who s ever
made him wish for forever

Forever with You 2015-09-29

some loves will last til your dying breath every choice has consequences but seventeen year old layla faces tougher choices
than most light or darkness wickedly sexy demon prince roth or zayne the gorgeous protective warden she never thought
could be hers hardest of all layla has to decide which side of herself to trust layla has a new problem too a lilin the
deadliest of demons has been unleashed wreaking havoc on those around her including her best friend to keep sam from a fate
much much worse than death layla must strike a deal with the enemy while saving her city and her race from destruction torn
between two worlds and two different boys layla has no certainties least of all survival especially when an old bargain
comes back to haunt them all but sometimes when secrets are everywhere and the truth seems unknowable you have to listen
to your heart pick a side and then fight like hell armentrout is a major talent i just can t stop reading new york times
bestselling author gena showalter armentrout works her magic with swoon worthy guys and a twist you never see coming no
1 new york times bestselling author abbi glines on white hot kiss

Every Last Breath 2015-07-27

she lives by her intuition he feeds on her pleasure from jennifer l armentrout the 1 new york times bestselling author of from
blood and ash comes a searing fantasy romance for adults fall of ruin and wrath download a free sneak peek today long ago



the world was destroyed by gods only nine cities were spared separated by vast wilderness teeming with monsters and
unimaginable dangers each city is now ruled by a guardian royalty who feed on mortal pleasure born with an intuition that
never fails calista knows her talents are of great value to the power hungry of the world so she lives hidden as a courtesan
of the baron of archwood in exchange for his protection she grants him information when her intuition leads her to save a
traveling prince in dire trouble the voice inside her blazes with warning and promise today he ll bring her joy one day he ll be her
doom when the baron takes an interest in the traveling prince and the prince takes an interest in calista she becomes the prince s
temporary companion but the city simmers with rebellion and with knights and monsters at her city gates and a hungry prince in
her bed intuition may not be enough to keep her safe calista must choose follow her intuition to safety or follow her heart to
her downfall breathtaking suspense and scorching romance meet in this immersive new fantasy from a mega bestselling force
jennifer l armentrout at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Sneak Peek for Fall of Ruin and Wrath 2023-07-04

from the new york times bestselling author of the covenant and lux series comes the third novel in the pulse pounding electric
titan series a bloody path has been chosen the war against the titans continues but now the most dangerous most absolute
power lies elsewhere with seth the great war fought by the few is coming all may doubt and fear what seth has become all
except josie the woman who might be his final chance at redemption in the end the sun will fall the only way seth and josie can
save the future and save themselves is by facing the unknown together it will take more than trust and faith it will take love
and the kind of strength not easily broken no matter what their lives will never be the same for what the gods have feared has
come to pass the end of the old is here and the beginning of the new has been ushered in

The Struggle 2017-03-20

in the instant new york times bestseller that started the dark elements series one kiss is enough to kill layla just wants to fit
in at school and go on a date with zayne whom she s crushed on since forever trouble is zayne treats layla like a sister and
layla is a half demon half gargoyle with abilities no one else possesses and even though zayne is a warden part of the race of
gargoyles tasked with keeping humanity safe layla s kiss will kill anything with a soul including him then she meets roth a
demon who claims to know her secrets though layla knows she should stay away it s tough when that whole no kissing thing
isn t an issue trusting roth could ruin her chances with zayne but as layla discovers she s the reason for a violent demon
uprising kissing the enemy suddenly pales in comparison to the looming end of the world armentrout works her magic with
swoon worthy guys and a twist you never see coming 1 new york times bestselling author abbi glines armentrout is a major
talent i just can t stop reading new york times bestselling author gena showalter the dark elements series bitter sweet love
ebook only prequel white hot kiss stone cold touch every last breath

White Hot Kiss 2014-02-25

bow before your queen or bleed before her from 1 new york times bestselling author jennifer l armentrout comes book three in
her blood and ash series she s been the victim and the survivor poppy never dreamed she would find the love she s found with
prince casteel she wants to revel in her happiness but first they must free his brother and find hers it s a dangerous mission and
one with far reaching consequences neither dreamed of because poppy is the chosen the blessed the true ruler of atlantia she
carries the blood of the king of gods within her by right the crown and the kingdom are hers the enemy and the warrior poppy has
only ever wanted to control her own life not the lives of others but now she must choose to either forsake her birthright or
seize the gilded crown and become the queen of flesh and fire but as the kingdoms dark sins and blood drenched secrets finally
unravel a long forgotten power rises to pose a genuine threat and they will stop at nothing to ensure that the crown never
sits upon poppy s head a lover and heartmate but the greatest threat to them and to atlantia is what awaits in the far west
where the queen of blood and ash has her own plans ones she has waited hundreds of years to carry out poppy and casteel
must consider the impossible travel to the lands of the gods and wake the king himself and as shocking secrets and the harshest
betrayals come to light and enemies emerge to threaten everything poppy and casteel have fought for they will discover just
how far they are willing to go for their people and each other and now she will become queen

Unti Armentrout Novella #2 2017-06-27

lux consequences by jennifer armentrout now available together for the first time don t miss opal and origin the third and
fourth books in jennifer l armentrout s bestselling lux series also includes bonus content exclusive to the print edition a
thrilling ride from start to finish says rt book reviews opal after everything i m no longer the same katy i m different and i m
not sure what that will mean in the end when each step we take in discovering the truth puts us in the path of the secret
organization responsible for torturing and testing hybrids the more i realize there is no end to what i m capable of the death of
someone close still lingers help comes from the most unlikely source and friends will become the deadliest of enemies but we
won t turn back even if the outcome will shatter our worlds forever origin daemon will do anything to get katy back after
the successful but disastrous raid on mount weather he s facing the impossible katy is gone taken everything becomes about
finding her but the most dangerous foe has been there all along and when the truths are exposed and the lies come crumbling
down which side will daemon and katy be standing on and will they even be together want to read the lux series on your
ereader each book is sold individually in e format 1 obsidian 2 onyx 3 opal 4 origin 5 opposition prequel novella shadows

The Crown of Gilded Bones 2021-04-20

from the new york times bestselling author of the covenant and lux series comes the pulse pounding fourth novel in the
electrifying titan series jennifer l armentrout is such an amazing writer my heart is still beating hard against my rib cage book
gossips a drum tight sense of suspense and sexual tension from the first page to the last publishers weekly history is on repeat
seth never thought he d have a future now he s on the brink of having it all a tomorrow a family all that s standing in the
way of that forever with josie is the titans a price must be paid for josie entombing the titans is what she was born to do but
she also knows she s not fighting just for herself she s fighting for the man she loves for their future for the world together
josie and seth will face the unthinkable and to win this war the ultimate sacrifice must be made for the end is here and the
prophecy will be fulfilled



Lux: Consequences (Opal & Origin) 2014-06-03

chad gamble all star pitcher for the nationals is one of the best players on and off the field and right now the notorious bad
boy wants bridget rodgers but with her lush curves and snappy comebacks the feisty redhead is the kind of woman a man wants
to settle down with and that s the last thing chad needs when the paparazzi catch them in a compromising position chad s
manager issues an ultimatum clean up his act or kiss his multi million dollar contract goodbye to save his career his meddling
publicist says he ll have to convince everyone bridget isn t just his flavor of the week but his girlfriend being blackmailed into a
fake relationship with chad gamble isn t easy especially when the sizzling physical attraction between them is undeniable with a
month to go on their arranged pretense it s going to take every ounce of willpower they have not to fall into bed together or
in love

The Prophecy 2018-03-08

things are about to get wicked in new orleans twenty two year old ivy morgan isn t your average college student she and
others like her know humans aren t the only thing trolling the french quarter for fun and for food her duty to the order is her
life after all four years ago she lost everything at the hands of the creatures she d sworn to hunt tearing her world and her
heart apart ren owens is the last person ivy expected to enter her rigidly controlled life he s six feet and three inches of
temptation and swoon inducing charm with forest green eyes and a smile that s surely left a stream of broken hearts in its
wake he has an uncanny almost unnatural ability to make her yearn for everything he has to offer but letting him in is as
dangerous as hunting the cold blooded killers stalking the streets losing the boy she loved once before had nearly destroyed
her but the sparking tension that grows between them becomes impossible for ivy to deny deep down she wants she needs more
than what her duty demands of her what her past has shaped for her but as ivy grows closer to ren she realizes she s not the
only one carrying secrets that could shatter the frail bond between them there s something he s not telling her and one thing is
for certain she s no longer sure what is more dangerous to her the ancient beings threatening to take over the town or the man
demanding to lay claim to her heart and her soul

Tempting the Player (Gamble Brothers Book Two) 2014-04-28

hunter is a ruthless killer and the department of defense has him firmly in their grasp which usually doesn t chafe too badly
because he gets to kill bad guys most of the time he enjoys his job that is until he s saddled with something he s never had to do
before protect a human from his mortal enemy serena cross didn t believe her best friend when she claimed to have seen the son of
a powerful senator turn into something unnatural who would but then she witnesses her friend s murder at the hands of what
can only be an alien thrusting her into a world that will kill to protect their secret hunter stirs serena s temper and her lust
despite their differences soon he s doing the unthinkable breaking the rules he s lived by going against the government to keep
serena safe but are the aliens and the government the biggest threats to serena s life or is it hunter

Wicked 2014-11-04

Obsession 2013-05-31
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